
MedStack makes it easy for digital health application innovators to build, launch and scale 
compliant cloud applications that automatically meet the data privacy and security requirements 
of today's healthcare enterprise systems. 

Built specifically for the needs of the healthcare industry, we are the only solution that combines 
the power of a developer-friendly platform with built-in security and provable compliance, so 
you can confidently provide the assurance needed to sell your application. 

The go-to compliance solution for digital health

• Compliance-as-code
• Pre-written standards-  
  aligned security policy     
  documentation mapped 
  to inheritable controls
• Industry-validated audit     
  questionnaire responses
• Certification evidence   
  generator

Meet Compliance 
Requirements

• Smart security information  
  and event management
• Encryption engine
• Data backups
• Internet interface security
• Built-in audit logs
• Port-forwarding

Integrate Features for 
Automatic Security

• One-click clusters
• Alert manager
• Disaster recovery engine
• Container registry    
  integration
• Pipeline integration

Build Environments 
with Ease

What Makes MedStack Different? 

With an exclusive focus on data security and privacy for digital health, MedStack brings 
together a turnkey cloud developer experience with industry-proven security architecture and 
associated inheritable policies and evidence generation tools for certifications, along with a 
seamless system to align validated responses to vendor security assessment questionnaires.

MedStack’s security posture has been reviewed and accepted in implementation by 
healthcare enterprises, including several notable payers and providers in North America, 
as well as government agencies and academic institutions.

Privacy and security compliance is proactively built-in and hard-coded into MedStack’s 
platform, not just delivered as a task list that then requires implementation.

Built for Digital Health

Compliant by Design

All-In-One Solution

Supported Frameworks: 



Privacy and security compliance 
for digital health, guaranteed.

Trusted by hundreds of leading 
healthcare technology companies:

Having MedStack as a partner has been absolutely instrumental to our success. 
With MedStack's understanding of the hurdles facing today's healthcare industry 
and their unique, comprehensive approach to compliance, they've played a key role 
in helping us get quality health care to more people when they need it. MedStack is 
a must-have partner for anyone looking to build a secure and scalable digital health 
technology solution.

To learn more, book a meeting at 
medstack.co/contact

- Luke Vigeant, CEO and Founder of Inkblot Therapy, 
now a Green Shield Canada company


